Article 13th October, 2012

Rhythm and cycles

15TH OCTOBER TO 24TH OCTOBER IS THE FESTIVAL OF NINE NIGHTS
AND TEMDAYS OF NAVRATRI‐‐‐‐a period of transition from summer to
winter, weather changes, a period of imbalanced energies towards
balancing…every cells in you is a part of this bib macrocosm and
hence is responsible for balancing of energies of this Universe…

This period of nine nights and ten days are
dedicated to ten Goddess energies…the ten forms
of shakti..
Shailaputri, Brahmacharini,
Chandrakanta.Kushmanda, Skandamata,,
Katyayani, Kaalratri, Mahagauri, Siddhidatri, and
Aparjita. These all shaktis are part of three main
SHAKTI Goddesses which are SARASWATI,,,the
knowledge goddess, the information and
intelligence with what we act in our day to day life,
THE LAXMI GODDESS, the goddess of wealth, we
all are bundles of resources, talents and abilities
which creates material wealth, the DURGA
GODDESS, the goddess of shakti, the goddess
which makes us do our work, abolish the devils within us and create the genuine God within
us.
Let us understand how we can bring out these changes within our thought world
incorporating these energies..
1. The first day is to distinguish ourselves from other people and acknowledge
INDIVIDUATION. We all need to develop the quality of standing by our own mental,
emotional, financial, spiritual INDEPENDENCE…once INDEPENDENT, we are aware of
our true potential for ATTAINMENT as an individual, for creating and pioneering when
working alone, for leading and managing when working with others…

2. The second day is to understand the RELATION and COOPERATION of people and
ours..INDEPENDENCE is important but it has its own LIMITATIONS. We all are social
and sentient being, a part of a group, a part of a family, a part of society, a part of
business, a part of community. We all must learn adaptability, service, consideration
for others.. we should know the true meaning of HARMONIOUS RELATIONSIP with
others through a sound UNDERSTANDING and COOPERATION…
3. The third day is a day for our CAPABILITY OF EXPRESSION with this group..it can be
artistic expression of writing, painting, singing, cooking, sculpting, baking, or any
other means of inner thoughts and emotions…it can be expression of feeling towards
others‐friendship, joy, affection, compassion, love—THE JOY OF LIVING expressed with
optimism and enthusiasm…
4. The fourth day is the day of learning the LIMITATIONS… life does not always present
opportunities for singing and laughing, expansive of the joys…everyone and
everything has its LIMITATIONS, limitations presented by the environment, by the
physical body, by the viewpoints, by the belief systems, by the habitual patterns, by
the conditioning…..Rather than struggle against these limits, it is necessary to learn to
live with them, to accept them and to make meaningful existence, not in spite of
limitations, but because of the limitations. With this limitations we would learn
SYSTEM, ORDER, DISCIPLINE, ORGANISATION on a practical level, preparing to be of
SERVICE to others…
5. The fifth day is a day for expansion, for dealing with change, unexpected happenings,
adventure, giving you opportunity to increase your talents in these competitive world,
th capability of accomplishing almost anything for which an opportunities are
presented‐and many other opportunities are presented ongoing…. With the freedom
that this abundance of TALENT and OPPORTUNITY brings, life can be exciting, one
must learn the CONSTRUCTIVE USE of FREEDOM… we all should not waste or misuse
our talents, neither we should get lost in solely physical desires of food, sex, clothing,
alcohol nor we must scatter this potential and end up with frustration…. We must
make a meaningful existence by using freedom productively….
6. The sixth day is a day of BALANCE, RESPONSIBILITY, FRIENDSHIP and LOVE… with the
fair share of responsibility, one can recognize one’s own strength and probably one
knows it is love and balanced attitude keeps us holding our family together,
harmonizes and adjusts with difficult situations…. One may choose to limit oneself to
one’s family, set of friends and set of people of close community… the friendship and
love the individual expresses to others will come back to him from those whom he

helps..he will get the rewards and recognition with appreciation from this circle of
people…
7. Seventh day is a day of INTROSPECTION, ANALYSIS, and UNDERSTANDING…much time
when spent alone for introspection, one can take some time off from materialstic
pursuits, desires, goals and seek time towards some spiritual goals, yoga,
meditations, the connection to deeper part of core strength and soul qualities.. one
realizes in this cat race of reaching to every desires, there is someone who is
“different”, on a different wavelength, who just wants peace, happiness, harmony,
affection and bliss, which just cannot be achieved buying clothes and eating variety of
food in restaurants… and it is possible o attain when you give time to your own slf
when spiritual awareness is employed, when material matters are avoided…
8. The eight day is the day of MATERIAL SATISFACTION… the individual will learn to deal
with material and practical matters, how to handle them, how to accumulate and how
to spend wisely.. he will learn the very conscious status in relation to material things
and will work to satisfy his need for status to prove his superiority by being aware of
the limitation for his ability or the restriction for his circumstances, still understanding
the highest lesson of material freedom, knowing reliance on material matters means
what to him and others…
9. The ninth day is day of SELFLESSNESS and HUMANITARIANISM..time to learn the
satisfaction which comes form giving…there is little reward, love and friendship are
sometimes returned, the obligation may not be repaid…the person gives from the
sheer pleasure of giving and not expecting from the returns,,, the person understands
the true meaning of helping others and giving of oneself in some form of creative
expression…
10. The tenth day is day of developing INTUITION, tuning with PSYCHIC FORCES,
channeling the message from Above, inspired by this force, living in a way revealed to
him, spreading his ILLUMINATION for others to absorb and benefit, set himself aside
from the material world of accumulation in order to understand the powerful forces
which can reveal a higher guidance….

Love you all
With Divine Guidance
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